
It is not without reason that Morocco
was ranked in 2013 as the 3rd most
hospitable country in the world. No
matter what your route, you will
always find someone who will open
their door for you. From tea to
couscous, or even overnight, it is quite
normal in Morocco to welcome your
neighbor. This is one of the precepts of
the Quran. Moroccans therefore fulfill
their duty by sharing their home with
the traveler… God will give it back to
them. Far from our Western
individualism, and like most countries
with lower incomes, solidarity and
hospitality are pillars of local life. By
taking the time to venture outside the
more touristy circuits, in more remote
areas, you will multiply the
opportunities to make exceptional
encounters. The rarity for these
inhabitants to meet a foreigner from
far away will push them to be even
more generous.

Land of hospitality but also tolerance
(the Quran which strongly encourages to
welcome and tolerate non-Muslim
believers, recognizing their right to
practice their religion), Morocco is by its
geographical position located at the
crossroads of Europe, from Africa, the
Mediterranean, the Atlantic, Christianity
and Islam. These characteristics make it
an open land with a vibrant economy.

Moroccan 
Hospitality

Rich in flavors, Moroccan cuisine, influenced as much
by Mediterranean cuisine as by Berber, Arab, Jewish,
African and even Indian cuisine, has successfully
preserved its cultural particularities. Renowned among
the best cuisines in the world, despite its similarities to
other North African countries, it has retained its
finesse. Offering a wide variety of dishes, the main
ingredients of this cuisine are vegetables, lentils and
other legumes, fish and meat, and of course, bread
and divine pastries. The Berbers introduced tagine and
harira to Morocco, in addition to dates, milk, cereals,
bread, olive oil, almonds, fruits and herbs. The Arabs
brought the spices and the British imported the
famous tea. The Ottomans with the kefta and the
baklawas. But Arabs and Andalusia are among the
biggest influencers.



With the exception of barbecue, kebabs and tanjia, cooking in Morocco is a woman's business.
Without specific recipes, knowledge is passed on from generation to generation. The variations of
dishes are therefore endless… For each recipe, there are several variations and appellations
depending on the region. For tea, for example, each region has its own way of preparing it: it is
sweeter in the north of the country and more fragrant in the south (where saffron is added).

The first ritual of the meal is to wash your hands, then we pronounce Bismillah! ("In the name of
God") while sitting down to table. The bread, round and thick, serves as a fork, because dishes are
traditionally eaten with the thumb, index and middle fingers of the right hand (in Muslim countries,
the left hand is reserved for impure gestures).

Spices add the unique touch to Moroccan cuisine. Saffron, cinnamon, cloves, coriander, ginger,
paprika, cumin, pepper, turmeric, black seed are widely used.

Raz-el-hanout, or literally "head of the grocery store", is a mixture of spices that vary in composition
from place to place. The name is said to be linked to the fact that this blend represents the best of
what a grocer can prepare and sell. Moreover, in the souks, this kind of spices is often put forward, at
the entrance of grocery stores. A traditional recipe can contain a mixture of 25 to 40 spices!



Onion and garlic are widely used especially in the
preparation of tagines. Herbs like parsley,
rosemary, oregano, fennel, thyme, anise, bay
leaves and basil also flavor dishes.

Starters
Although salads can be used as an appetizer, they
are also popular during and after the meal. Hot or
cold, they bring a touch of freshness. Tomatoes
with cucumbers, carrots with cumin, eggplant
zaalouk, zucchini with hazelnuts, mushrooms with
celery, lentils with orange ... the variations are
endless!



To start the meal well, all types of pastillas, which
originate from Fez, are also appreciated.

The briouate, a flaky triangle that can be eaten
both sweet and savory, is coated in a Moroccan
Bastilla leaf in its original version, and not in a
pastry sheet. However, it is the latter that is
available in Quebec.

The classic round pastilla is made from a pigeon's hachi, but there are still several variations. Served at
parties and receptions, it can be sweet or savory, the latter version being the most common. However,
it is normally dusted with sugar and cinnamon. There are also pastillas with fish, others with seafood,
while Johara, the pastilla from Fez, is a sweet preparation where fried pastry sheets are filled with milk
cream and cornstarch.



Mrouzia is a sweet and savory tagine
made with mutton or lamb,
accompanied by almonds and often
raisins. Traditional dish of the feast of
Eid el-Kebir (feast of sacrifice), it is
prepared with the sheep or lamb killed
during the ritual of the feast
commemorating the sacrifice by
Abraham of a sheep.

Mains

Tangia is a dish from the city of Marrakech. Mainly prepared by men, it is a meat dish cooked in an
earthenware pot (called tangia), for seven hours, in the embers of the wood-fired oven of a
traditional hammam. The most popular story about its origin mentions that it was created by
workers who, not having time to return home to eat, took all the ingredients they found, meats,
spices, vegetables, put in a jar which they then let heat until the next day in the neighboring
hammam. Today, it is a dish of meats and spices cooked for long hours in an earthenware jar and
served in many restaurants in Marrakech.



The harira, the soup for breaking the
fast in Ramadan, has Andalusian
origin. It consists of tomatoes, onions,
meat and vegetables. In Ramadan, it is
served with dates and hard-boiled
eggs. It can also be served with lemon
slices. However, it is consumed
throughout the year, particularly
during the winter.

Couscous, traditionally served on
Friday noon, after the dhuhr prayer, is
however now eaten indifferently every
day of the week. With Berber origin,
the traditional version consists of beef
and mutton, sometimes chicken, a
multitude of vegetables and legumes
(zucchini, turnips, beans, lentils, peas)
and of course, wheat semolina.

Baddaz, for its part, is a Moroccan
couscous with cornmeal, particular to
Berber cuisine.

La seffa, another dish of Berber origin, is mainly made in
Morocco with angel hair, sprinkled with toasted almonds,
icing sugar and cinnamon. It is generally eaten at the end of
a meal before dessert. It is often served during traditional
wedding ceremonies and family meals.



Dessert

Among the most popular are gazelle horns, made from crushed almonds coated with a thin
shortbread flavored with orange blossom water.

Particularly delicious and varied, Moroccan desserts
are mainly composed of pancakes with honey and
pastries, such as chebakia, mkharqa, sfouf, sellou,
tkawate, zammita ...

These refined pastries are a pure delight, often
served with mint tea. Most often including almonds,
orange blossom water, honey and cinnamon, they
are used during ceremonies such as weddings,
circumcisions, but also Ramadan or when they
receive guests. 
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Among the largest dates producers in the world, Moroccans love this elixir full of vitamins with an
average annual consumption of 150,000 tonnes. In some areas, it is used to re-energize women after
childbirth.

Chebakia is, along with
almond briouate, the flagship
pastry of Ramadan. The
dough, made with wheat
flour, eggs, orange blossom,
anise and almond water, is
fried in vegetable oil, then
covered with honey and
sesame seeds. It is also one
of the cheapest and most
popular pastries in Morocco.



Thé
Main drink in Morocco
- it is drunk on any
occasion; welcome a
guest, finish a meal, or
simply quench your
thirst. If this custom
seems ancestral, it only
dates from the middle
of the 18th century,
when British tea
shipments arrived in
Moroccan ports. 


